Spring Up O Wells
Romans 5: 12-15
John 4:14 AMP
Luke 17:2

In the beginning God made Adam & Eve in his image and likeness. In body, soul, and spirit. Adam could commune directly with God in perfect harmony. When Adam & Eve sinned they broke that direct ability to commune with God and were cast forth by the Cherub Angel of God in Gen 3:24

- Adam now can only communicate to God through his intellectual side but no longer through his spirit.
- Jesus is called the Last Adam who comes into the earth material realm as God manifested in flesh.

His sole purpose is to:
1. Restore the human love into an intimate fellowship with Him. (This is why we speak in tongues) When we pray in the spirit through tongues our spirit man is reconnecting where Adam was cut off. Speaking in tongues is our spirit man praying. For Prov. 20:27 says the spirit of a man is the candle of the Lord.
2. The second sole purpose for God to manifest Himself in flesh was to recruit and empower you and I to operate His Kingdom on earth through us.
- Tongues is the angel’s language of our spirit man communing directly with God according to 1 Cor. 13:1
- Now your body, you should can follow your spirit when the Last Adam Jesus Christ operates inside of you while praying in the spirit.
- It is literally impossible to fight the demons of hell, the carnality of men, and life’s severe sufferings without the living water of the Holy Ghost praying through you every day.
- Ps. 23:2-3 says, He leads me besides the still waters (that means you allowing the Holy Ghost to flow His waters through you) And when He leads you in the still waters He then will restore your soul for righteousness sake.
- It’s possible to be a good person and hardworking Christian and operate with a mind and soul unrestored and not revitalized.
- Where you are willing yourself through a trial or difficult relationship but you are not experiencing the flow of rivers of tongues - that restores your soul for His names sake.
- How do you win someone to Jesus when your innermost being and longer experiences the flow of His rivers by praying the spirit.

READ Is. 12: 2-3

- The Holy Ghost, or Jesus inside you operates His Kingdom through praying in different types of tongues.
• So when I pray both in English and tongues, this living water springs up in and through us to help us in a very personal way with:
  ✓ prophetic direction
  ✓ imparts wisdom in times of confusion
  ✓ we experience times of warring against the very vicious demonic opposition
  ✓ We experience spiritual birthing where mindsets, addictions are broken off of people and they are set free.
  ✓ praying with tongues of living waters releases thanksgiving and tongues of praise
  ✓ it releases refreshing when you are exhausted, oppressed, and fatigued

And without the church breathing and living this way we will get our brains beat in by worry, anger, unforgiveness, and continual disappointments.

Look at Mark 11:23
A. The mountains is the attacks, the mocking, and the overwhelming conditions you face, emotionally, physically, and spiritually
B. The sea is the living waters that swallow up the impossibilities of your mountains when you pray in the spirit using the angel’s language, notice you have to say (English) and the sea is tongues (we must do this together) and good intentions. Your good, hard work is not enough. We are at war and praying in tongues is no longer an option if you want to find answers for your life.

Look at 2 Kings 2:18-22
A. The city water represents you and me when we are ignorant to how to allow the rivers of living waters to flow through us. Dead waters are people who are religious traditional Christians who practice the culture of Pentecostalism but experience very little tongues of living waters.
  • Now this kind of person is finding peace and happiness in their entertainment, their hobbies, their children, their jobs, or whatever arouses the flesh. So when hard attacks of offenses come you no longer have strength or joy. You see James 3:11, says bitter sweet water cannot flow.
  • Elisha put salt in the dead water and life came back again.
  • You need a preacher for the gospel to keep you saved.
  • Salt represents your Kingdom Covenant Doctrine, Holiness, Character, Calvary, Lev. 2:13 must have salt
B. Now the barren women are saints who no longer reproducing themselves with the water flowing through them.
  • But when Elisha can, the waters were clean again. Now I can be a soul winner. Read Numbers 21:16.
I want you to see 3 incredible teaching points on the flow of living waters in you.

Num. 21:7-11

1. Israel is told to get the waters flowing right after many died by snake bites for complaining and being indifferent to the vision of Moses. Wow! We are surrounded by Christian’s lawless negativity that God knew only living waters can sustain Israel with. The devil is after your living water. He wants to pervert and pollute it with the attitude Israel had in vs. 7-11. Then they sang a song in vs. 17, now look at vs. 18.

2. Israel had to dig for their water instead of Moses hitting the rock. This will take time and some work. They used slaves and not shovels. Rod and staff will comfort me as I spring up the wells of salvation vs. 18.

3. Israel dug where the leadership told them to dig. This determined the flow of the 9 kinds of tongues. But here is the most vital part of keeping the rivers of living waters flowing through us.

Look at John 19: 34-35 and 1 John 5:4-6

1. In order for me to understand what God allows me to go through; and in order to understand how to reproduce myself in living waters, I must be willing to practice an attitude of Calvary in daily living. This is the blood that comes with the living waters of Rhema tongues.

2. We see this throughout the Pentecostal church world. Where people want to feel God in church. They genuinely want to go to heaven. They love God but refuse to take on the suffering nature of crucified living while they pray in the spirit.

3. Praying living waters is only activated properly when we choose to embrace a cross mentality in relationships and Kingdom business. Look at Gen. 2: 21-25.

BLOOD AND WATER
RESURRECTION LIVING

1. Picking people up for church with a good tame spirit.
2. Pushing your flesh to go and teach a Bible study.
3. Refusing to go toe to toe with people criticizing you.
4. Getting involved with a POW ministry like ESL, Finance, tiny treasures, children’s church, nursing home, prison ministry, sound, cleaning, manna, etc.
5. Practicing visible patience and long-suffering for those you are mentoring or have to within a department.
6. Humbling yourself to the long-suffering patience and honor to your spouse and children. Refusing to become critical of them and withdrawing yourself from them.
7. Giving up strong opinions for the greater good of your department and team.
8. Allowing people to label and misunderstand you while standing for Christian values.
9. Doing the right thing when you know it’s going to cost you.
10. Cutting off relationship that takes you away from holiness living.
11. Getting rid of guile resentment and bitterness.

Phil. 3:8-10 AMP
Verse 8
1. Priceless privilege
2. overwhelming preciousness
3. surpassing worth
4. supreme advantage of knowing Christ

To come to know the power outflowing from His resurrection which it exerts over believers.
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